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Over the years, CPG firms have struggled to achieve a constant strategic growth. The lack of a 
unified system for key decision-making on promotions, pricing, market mix etc. and conflicting 
viewpoints among marketing, sales, finance and supply chain departments on achieving growth 
have led to the emergence of Revenue Growth Management (RGM). 

With a primary goal to increase revenues and margins, RGM ensures a profitable long-term growth 
of the organization by building the right promotions, mix, investment and pricing activities.  

The backbone of any powerful Revenue Management strategy is accuracy. 

Whether its setting a price-pack architecture or planning a marketing campaign or setting a trade 
promotion, RGM professionals need to tactically blend the company’s short-term and long-term 
objectives with competitor and market intelligence to come up with recommendations for relevant
departments and officers.

Developing accurate fact-based recommendations in such scenario involves harnessing data from 
multiple internal and external sources. The accuracy of any strategy is directly proportional to how
well-informed the RGM professional is. This again depends on the quality of data he/she is provided 
with and how well the individual is able to perceive and analyze it. 

In simpler words, data is the heart and soul of any CPG RGM strategy today. Before delving into the
essentials of data and analytics in RGM, let’s understand what big data and advanced analytics 
mean.

Introduction to Big Data and Advanced Analytics 

Big Data

Even though Big Data has become a buzzword recently, the concept of collecting and depos-
iting huge stockpiles of information for a later analysis is ages old. The nature of Big Data is 
divided into five elements or the five Vs:

High-Volume: The collection of business data from multiple sources such as business 
transactions, social media, market research, competitor intelligence among many others.
High-Velocity: The enormous speed at which this torrential data is created real-time.
High-Variety: The format of data i.e unstructured or structured. Big data also consists 
images, videos, text, audio etc.
High-Variability: Inconsistencies in data sets with occasional peaks.
High-Veracity: The quality and accuracy of data collected.

Globally, the amount of data being created and stored today 
is beyond imagination and it is still growing at a unprecedent-
ed rate. From a business standpoint, Big Data offers a 
humongous amount of raw information which can be 
gleaned and transformed into key insights for decision-mak-
ers. As of 2017, Big Data adoption among companies 
reached more than 50%.

Advanced Analytics

While it's important to store huge amounts of data, you 
cannot unlock its value unless it's granulated into crisp 
insights. Traditional methods of analysis like, descriptive and 
diagnostic analytics cannot fully harness Big Data and 
provide shallow insights. 

On the other hand, advanced analytics like predictive and 
prescriptive analytics are enabled with Artificial Intelligence, 
predictive modelling, machine learning, forecasting etc. and 
provide powerful analysis which supports a forward-thinking 
strategy.  

According to Forbes, 86 percent of Predictive Analytics users 
report tangible gains to their bottom line.

Answers You Can Expect: Traditional Analytics 
v/s Advanced Analytics

Who we are

Acuvate is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner with 11+ 
years experience in improving business efficiencies 
and revenue for numerous enterprises worldwide. We 
do this by building enterprise applications that help in 
intelligent analysis, collaboration and orchestration of 
information. 

Over the years, Acuvate has helped several Fortune 
100 CPG organizations in deploying modern revenue 
management tools and services to increase revenues 
and overall profitability.

Acuvate holds profound expertise and specialization in 
providing AI-powered Business Intelligence solutions 
for many top CPG companies. Through this eBook we 
aim to educate readers on how Revenue Management 
executives can leverage progressive technologies like 
Big Data and Advanced Analytics to design 
data-backed business strategies.

Our Select CPG Clients

Understanding the Role of Data 
in Revenue Management

The 21st century enterprise generates colossal 
amounts of data every day. This fact is especially true 
for global CPG organizations since there are numerous 
influencing factors to consider and countless consum-
er touch points. 
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Information is 
the oil of the 
21st century, 
and 
analytics is the 
combustion 
engine 

- Peter Sondergaard, Gartner.
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1.Ensure High Quality Data Lake

Data lake is the main foundation on which Analytics tools process their analysis on. It is 
the primary storage place of the collected Big Data. Accuracy in decision-making can 
only  be obtained when organizations have a solid foundation with high quality data 
lake. Thereby the below aspects will become imperative:

Curation of data from multiple internal and
external/open sources
Finding and replacing old data with new data
Cleansing and enriching data through
deduplication and standardization.

According to Gartner, By 2020, organizations
that offer users access to a curated catalog
of internal and external data will realize twice
the business value from analytics investments
than those that do not.

The essentials of big data and advanced 
analytics for revenue management

CPG businesses today have numerous consumer touch points and influencing 
factors to consider during decision-making. Thereby, the 5 Vs of big data increase 
tremendously compared to other industries. While capturing all this data is the first 
step, harnessing them is the second.

In our experience, in most CPG companies, the traditional analytics tools and BI 
softwares used by RGM professionals are feeded with data from limited sources. 
These sources typically include past data, syndicated data, secondary and primary 
sales data. 

Moreover these softwares can’t harness the crucial unstructured data from digital 
media or weather  and the analysis provided is very generic. Also, most of these 
softwares are not easy to use and incorporate in daily workflows. 

As someone who worked with several Consumer Goods companies and hold 
domain expertise, we suggest the following recommendations for RGM profsionals.



The Use Cases

We have established that, in order for revenue management executives to be successful at 
properly harnessing big data, it is essential that they are accessing it from a variety of sourc-
es. Let’s further delve into specific use cases where advanced analytics plays a vital role in 
predicting and building profitable marketing and sales campaigns:

a. Marketing and trade promotions - Minimize spend and Maximize returns

- Trade promotions

CPG businesses often feel like they are overspending on trade promotion. Research shows that 
trade promotions do take up quite a chunk of investment for many CPG companies, accounting for 
an average of 13-20% of revenue or 67% of total marketing investment.  [ Source: Pricing Society]. 
Despite this, budgets allocated to trade promotions are steadily increasing. Although temporary 
price reductions (TRPs) are still the most common promotion, they continue to deliver the lowest 
outcomes. While CPG companies seem to understand that trade promotion is crucial, it is still not
an area that is aligned for optimal results. 

A report by Forrester indicates that consumer packaged goods (CPG) brands spend more than $500 
billion on trade promotions annually and estimate that a third of that spend generates negative 
returns. 

It is therefore imperative that CPG companies take meaningful steps to optimize their spending in 
this department. Infact, studies by Strategy& - the global strategy consulting team at PwC, suggest 
that CPG companies can increase their profits by at least 10-20% by improving their trade promo-
tion efficiency. 

But how can CPG businesses achieve this? The answer is advanced 
analytics.

Several companies have made substantial investments in trade promotional management and 
optimization tools (TPM/TPO). But this has not been enough. It may result in a slight improvement
in results, but these tools do not meet the rather lofty expectations that businesses typically have 
from expensive and state of the art tools.

But what can make this sophisticated technology effective at delivering meaningful outcomes to 
CPG companies is if it is also coupled with the following factors simultaneously:

Relevant analytical skills
Meaningful reports, and 
Ongoing monitoring and evaluation of system recommendations
Ability to adjust decisions when necessary

Internal Data

External Data 

1. Past promotions and campaigns
2. Market Research 
3. Primary Sales
4. Secondary Sales
5. Point of Sales

1. Competitor Intelligence
2. Location
3. Search Analytics
4. TRP 
5. Weather
6. Social Media
7. Syndicated Data
8. Events

Below are the important sources for Data lake, from a CPG 
industry standpoint.

Unfortunately today most CPG analytics tools are not feeded with information on key influencing factors 
like Digital Media, Weather, Events, Point of Sales etc. Most of this data is in unstructured format and 
these tools typically don’t have the capability to capture them.

We will discuss the significance of each data source as we proceed.

2. Spend Less Time Analyzing Data and More Time Gaining Insights

The amount of data a CPG company generates per unit time is inconceivable. Most Advanced Analytics 
softwares serve stand-alone use cases. There are siloed softwares like Pricing Analytics, Trade Promo-
tion Management/Optimization software, Digital Analytics Tools and many others. There will also be 
countless spreadsheets a RGM professional needs to go through before arriving at a conclusion. 

This is an overwhelming process and almost impossible for individuals to incorporate in their everyday 
workflows, resulting in missed data points. And often, these tools have sophisticated navigation flows 
and are not user-friendly. 

Features to look for in an advanced analytics system.
A unified system which can provide single window view for pricing, promotions, assortment, retailer 
performance and growth opportunity data with custom dashboards facility.
Strikes the perfect balance between user experience and providing meaning insights. 
Addresses the crucial “what-if” scenarios.
Provides “prescriptive” recommendations and “predictive” forecasts.
Gives actionable insights to allow the decision-maker  focus more on what to do, rather than expend 
time in analyzing it
It needs to be capable of harnessing both structured and unstructured data - real time.
Detects and updates anomalies and patterns in data.

Companies typical rely on siloed data. This is acquired from sources such as Nielsen and other 
syndicated data providers and primary sales data, and is not always current.

In order to build an effective revenue management strategy, it is imperative that CPG companies 
acquire big data from a varied combination of sources, including, Point of Sales,Weather, Secondary 
sales, competitors, previous promotions etc. Applying advanced analytics to these metrics will help 
you determine how much, where, and when to promote.

Key Sales-Related Questions Advanced Analytics Can Answer

1. How can I forecast my sales better?
2. How can I increase sales by improving operational efficiencies?
3. What kind of Promotional activities give me optimal results and where?
4. Which is the best promotion to be run for a particular product?
5. What is my lost opportunity of sales?
6. Is my shelf space expenditure giving me the right ROI?
7. What is the right product mix for that store?

Data
Lake
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Detect the best campaigns, channels, events which have generated maximum revenue in a 
specific region and product category. 
Detect which type of marketing campaigns/strategies worked well for your competitors

Companies typical rely on siloed data. This is acquired from sources such as Nielsen and other 
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In order to build an effective revenue management strategy, it is imperative that CPG companies 
acquire big data from a varied combination of sources, including, Point of Sales,Weather, Secondary 
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you determine how much, where, and when to promote.
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1. How can I forecast my sales better?
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4. Which is the best promotion to be run for a particular product?
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- Marketing Campaigns

It is no surprise that a report by the The CMO Survey has indicated marketing campaigns comprise 
the biggest component of a CPG company’s budget. CPG companies are constantly striving 
towards optimized all elements of the marketing mix in order to create tangible value for consumers 
based on actionable insights into consumer needs. However, for marketing campaigns to be effec-
tive in generating the right business results, they have to be inline with sales promotions. Many 
companies tend to rely on theory rather than data to determine their promotional strategies, causing 
disproportion between promotional spend and sales volume, subsequently resulting in wasted 
efforts and investment.

In order to maximize marketing spend and boost returns on their trade investment, CPG companies 
have to learn how to use big data effectively. This is especially pertinent to categories that are driven 
by promotions. Master data should include data from social media, TRP, TV, previous campaigns, 
events and even competitor promotions, in order to give you better predictions.

By leveraging advanced analytics, CPG companies can accurately forecast how profitable their 
marketing campaigns and strategies are going to be, based on the BCG matrix.

AI technologies like machine learning algorithms and predictive analytics can analyze various trends
and patterns in big data (This ideally includes data from social streams, search analytics, events 
etc.) and help marketing executives by accurately answering the following questions:  

Am I spending at the right time and place?  

A glimpse of Advanced Analytics powered Sales dashboards
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The Use Cases

We have established that, in order for revenue management executives to be successful at 
properly harnessing big data, it is essential that they are accessing it from a variety of sourc-
es. Let’s further delve into specific use cases where advanced analytics plays a vital role in 
predicting and building profitable marketing and sales campaigns:

a. Marketing and trade promotions - Minimize spend and Maximize returns

- Trade promotions

CPG businesses often feel like they are overspending on trade promotion. Research shows that 
trade promotions do take up quite a chunk of investment for many CPG companies, accounting for 
an average of 13-20% of revenue or 67% of total marketing investment.  [ Source: Pricing Society]. 
Despite this, budgets allocated to trade promotions are steadily increasing. Although temporary 
price reductions (TRPs) are still the most common promotion, they continue to deliver the lowest 
outcomes. While CPG companies seem to understand that trade promotion is crucial, it is still not
an area that is aligned for optimal results. 

A report by Forrester indicates that consumer packaged goods (CPG) brands spend more than $500 
billion on trade promotions annually and estimate that a third of that spend generates negative 
returns. 

It is therefore imperative that CPG companies take meaningful steps to optimize their spending in 
this department. Infact, studies by Strategy& - the global strategy consulting team at PwC, suggest 
that CPG companies can increase their profits by at least 10-20% by improving their trade promo-
tion efficiency. 

But how can CPG businesses achieve this? The answer is advanced 
analytics.

Several companies have made substantial investments in trade promotional management and 
optimization tools (TPM/TPO). But this has not been enough. It may result in a slight improvement
in results, but these tools do not meet the rather lofty expectations that businesses typically have 
from expensive and state of the art tools.

But what can make this sophisticated technology effective at delivering meaningful outcomes to 
CPG companies is if it is also coupled with the following factors simultaneously:

Relevant analytical skills
Meaningful reports, and 
Ongoing monitoring and evaluation of system recommendations
Ability to adjust decisions when necessary

Am I missing any opportunity which can yield me good results?  
Is there a new segment/channel that I can target? 
Am I getting the correct ROI for the marketing spend?
Are my marketing efforts helping competition and by how much? 
Can I optimize the marketing spend on each brand based on the BCG Matrix? 

These technologies also can:  
Forecast the growth of your existing segments and product base.  
Identify new product segments and opportunities  
Give you the performance of your question marks and forecast what the likely performance is 
going to be  
Alert you on any risks for your cash cows and stars based on both internal and external forces.  
Detect the best campaigns, channels, events which have generated maximum revenue in a 
specific region and product category. 
Detect which type of marketing campaigns/strategies worked well for your competitors

Companies typical rely on siloed data. This is acquired from sources such as Nielsen and other 
syndicated data providers and primary sales data, and is not always current.

In order to build an effective revenue management strategy, it is imperative that CPG companies 
acquire big data from a varied combination of sources, including, Point of Sales,Weather, Secondary 
sales, competitors, previous promotions etc. Applying advanced analytics to these metrics will help 
you determine how much, where, and when to promote.

Key Sales-Related Questions Advanced Analytics Can Answer

1. How can I forecast my sales better?
2. How can I increase sales by improving operational efficiencies?
3. What kind of Promotional activities give me optimal results and where?
4. Which is the best promotion to be run for a particular product?
5. What is my lost opportunity of sales?
6. Is my shelf space expenditure giving me the right ROI?
7. What is the right product mix for that store?

- Marketing Campaigns

It is no surprise that a report by the The CMO Survey has indicated marketing campaigns comprise 
the biggest component of a CPG company’s budget. CPG companies are constantly striving 
towards optimized all elements of the marketing mix in order to create tangible value for consumers 
based on actionable insights into consumer needs. However, for marketing campaigns to be effec-
tive in generating the right business results, they have to be inline with sales promotions. Many 
companies tend to rely on theory rather than data to determine their promotional strategies, causing 
disproportion between promotional spend and sales volume, subsequently resulting in wasted 
efforts and investment.

In order to maximize marketing spend and boost returns on their trade investment, CPG companies 
have to learn how to use big data effectively. This is especially pertinent to categories that are driven 
by promotions. Master data should include data from social media, TRP, TV, previous campaigns, 
events and even competitor promotions, in order to give you better predictions.

By leveraging advanced analytics, CPG companies can accurately forecast how profitable their 
marketing campaigns and strategies are going to be, based on the BCG matrix.

AI technologies like machine learning algorithms and predictive analytics can analyze various trends
and patterns in big data (This ideally includes data from social streams, search analytics, events 
etc.) and help marketing executives by accurately answering the following questions:  

Am I spending at the right time and place?  
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Am I missing any opportunity which can yield me good results?  
Is there a new segment/channel that I can target? 
Am I getting the correct ROI for the marketing spend?
Are my marketing efforts helping competition and by how much? 
Can I optimize the marketing spend on each brand based on the BCG Matrix? 

These technologies also can:  
Forecast the growth of your existing segments and product base.  
Identify new product segments and opportunities  
Give you the performance of your question marks and forecast what the likely performance is 
going to be  
Alert you on any risks for your cash cows and stars based on both internal and external forces.  
Detect the best campaigns, channels, events which have generated maximum revenue in a 
specific region and product category. 
Detect which type of marketing campaigns/strategies worked well for your competitors

- Marketing Campaigns

It is no surprise that a report by the The CMO Survey has indicated marketing campaigns comprise 
the biggest component of a CPG company’s budget. CPG companies are constantly striving 
towards optimized all elements of the marketing mix in order to create tangible value for consumers 
based on actionable insights into consumer needs. However, for marketing campaigns to be effec-
tive in generating the right business results, they have to be in line with sales promotions. Many 
companies tend to rely on theory rather than data to determine their promotional strategies, causing 
disproportion between promotional spend and sales volume, subsequently resulting in wasted 
efforts and investment.

In order to maximize marketing spend and boost returns on their trade investment, CPG companies 
have to learn how to use big data effectively. This is especially pertinent to categories that are 
driven by promotions. Data lake should include data from social media, TRP, TV, previous 
campaigns, events and even competitor promotions, in order to give you better predictions.

By leveraging advanced analytics, CPG companies can accurately forecast how profitable their 
marketing campaigns and strategies are going to be, based on the BCG matrix.

AI technologies like machine learning algorithms and predictive analytics can analyze various trends 
and patterns in big data (This ideally includes data from social streams, search analytics, events 
etc.) and help marketing executives by accurately answering the following questions:  

Am I spending at the right time and place?  
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Am I missing any opportunity which can yield me good results?  
Is there a new segment/channel that I can target? 
Am I getting the correct ROI for the marketing spend? 
Are my marketing efforts helping competition and by how much? 
Can I optimize the marketing spend on each brand based on the BCG Matrix? 

These technologies also can:  
Forecast the growth of your existing segments and product base.  
Identify new product segments and opportunities  
Give you the performance of your question marks and forecast what the likely performance is 
going to be  
Alert you on any risks for your cash cows and stars based on both internal and external forces.  
Detect the best campaigns, channels, events which have generated maximum revenue in a 
specific region and product category. 
Detect which type of marketing campaigns/strategies worked well for your competitors

- Marketing Campaigns

It is no surprise that a report by the The CMO Survey has indicated marketing campaigns comprise 
the biggest component of a CPG company’s budget. CPG companies are constantly striving 
towards optimized all elements of the marketing mix in order to create tangible value for consumers 
based on actionable insights into consumer needs. However, for marketing campaigns to be effec-
tive in generating the right business results, they have to be inline with sales promotions. Many 
companies tend to rely on theory rather than data to determine their promotional strategies, causing 
disproportion between promotional spend and sales volume, subsequently resulting in wasted 
efforts and investment.

In order to maximize marketing spend and boost returns on their trade investment, CPG companies 
have to learn how to use big data effectively. This is especially pertinent to categories that are driven 
by promotions. Master data should include data from social media, TRP, TV, previous campaigns, 
events and even competitor promotions, in order to give you better predictions.

By leveraging advanced analytics, CPG companies can accurately forecast how profitable their 
marketing campaigns and strategies are going to be, based on the BCG matrix.

AI technologies like machine learning algorithms and predictive analytics can analyze various trends
and patterns in big data (This ideally includes data from social streams, search analytics, events 
etc.) and help marketing executives by accurately answering the following questions:  

Am I spending at the right time and place?  

A glimpse of Advanced Analytics powered Marketing 
dashboard
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Am I missing any opportunity which can yield me good results?  
Is there a new segment/channel that I can target? 
Am I getting the correct ROI for the marketing spend?
Are my marketing efforts helping competition and by how much? 
Can I optimize the marketing spend on each brand based on the BCG Matrix? 

These technologies also can:  
Forecast the growth of your existing segments and product base.  
Identify new product segments and opportunities  
Give you the performance of your question marks and forecast what the likely performance is 
going to be  
Alert you on any risks for your cash cows and stars based on both internal and external forces.  
Detect the best campaigns, channels, events which have generated maximum revenue in a 
specific region and product category. 
Detect which type of marketing campaigns/strategies worked well for your competitors

- Marketing Campaigns

It is no surprise that a report by the The CMO Survey has indicated marketing campaigns comprise 
the biggest component of a CPG company’s budget. CPG companies are constantly striving 
towards optimized all elements of the marketing mix in order to create tangible value for consumers 
based on actionable insights into consumer needs. However, for marketing campaigns to be effec-
tive in generating the right business results, they have to be inline with sales promotions. Many 
companies tend to rely on theory rather than data to determine their promotional strategies, causing 
disproportion between promotional spend and sales volume, subsequently resulting in wasted 
efforts and investment.

In order to maximize marketing spend and boost returns on their trade investment, CPG companies 
have to learn how to use big data effectively. This is especially pertinent to categories that are driven 
by promotions. Master data should include data from social media, TRP, TV, previous campaigns, 
events and even competitor promotions, in order to give you better predictions.

By leveraging advanced analytics, CPG companies can accurately forecast how profitable their 
marketing campaigns and strategies are going to be, based on the BCG matrix.

AI technologies like machine learning algorithms and predictive analytics can analyze various trends
and patterns in big data (This ideally includes data from social streams, search analytics, events 
etc.) and help marketing executives by accurately answering the following questions:  

Am I spending at the right time and place?  

Case Study



Acuvate reduces marketing spend and 
increases market share for a British 
multinational Consumer Goods 
company.

1.Business Scenario

The Fortune 500 company had a huge need to create new 
reports with various views across their ENA and Developing 
markets to help improve sales and reduce costs by tracking 
key metrics like Primary Sales, Secondary sales, Must Stock 
List, Market Share, Perfect outlet store etc. 

The reports were taking a lot of time to develop with a huge 
cost and also not available at the speed which business 
wanted impacting productivity, decision making thus impact-
ing sales.

2.Solution

Acuvate setup a report factory model at offshore which includ-
ed a set of developers , architects , business analysts, project 
managers, delivery managers to collaborate with various 
regional teams to come up with new reports based on busi-
ness needs for the following areas. 

Syndicated Data Analysis 
Primary Sales
Secondary Sales
Must stock list
Perfect Store
Sales prediction 
Advertisement predictions for regions.

Benefits & ROI

Increased revenue.
Increased Market Share
Optimized spend on advertisements 
Improved productivity
Reduced cost for development of reports.
Better decision-making

b. Pricing Architecture 

For CPG companies, it is imperative that they consider consumer demand, as well as specific 
features or unique benefits they can offer, that can set them apart from competitors and 
ultimately, result in profitable bottom-line growth across all categories. 

Pricing strategies are typically decentralized in most CPG companies. However, with easy 
access to internet and growing awareness among consumers, it is becoming increasingly 
evident that pricing excellence must be achiever, in order to find and retain customers. Now 
more than ever, not being aware of competitor pricing on a regular basis and relying entirely 
on intuition to set prices, can be extremely damaging to CPG companies. It is important to set
prices that are differentiated based on region, store, and specific target segment. 

Advanced analytics plays a critical role in taking the guesswork out of pricing for CPG compa-
nies, which is influenced by a variety of factors, including ongoing marketing and trade 
promotions, events, retailer performance,competitor pricing, optimization across each chan-
nel, SKU, product, and location. Advanced analytics allows CPG companies to optimize their 
price pack architecture (PPA), which enables CPG companies to design new product varia-
tions based on consumer demand, and specific features and benefits, that affect their deci-
sion making process. It allows CPG companies to understand how much consumers are 
willing to pay for their economy and premium offerings, and provides recommendations for 
adjusting pricing gaps accordingly. 

c. Demand based Assortment management 

It seems like the most logical way to optimize assortment is to give the most amount of shelf 
space to top sellers. And this is typically the strategy that is adopted by both retailers and CPG 
manufacturers.

However, there is a glitch in this approach. Successful CPG companies take into consideration 
a variety of other factors, in addition to sales volume and profits, to determine their assort-
ment strategy.

This typically involves studying how an alternative product mix would work. For example, how 
much of sales volume would be distributed to other items, if one particular item were to be
taken off the shelves. A more deliberate and well crafted approach allows CPG companies to 
analyze which products are not inessential to the shelf, and which products are absolutely 
necessary, as far as your consumers are concerned.

The only way to truly gauge these possibilities is by leveraging advanced analytics. This 
allows you to gain insights into how you can optimize listings and facings. While facings may 

seem like it is all about organization and making your store look good, it also serves as an 
important factor in which products your customers tend to choose.

Advanced analytics gives CPG companies forecasting capabilities, especially in terms of 
product demand, thereby helping them craft improved assortment and inventory strategies. 
This optimization directly results in reduced inventory costs, increased efficiency in supply 
chain, reduced OTIF losses, improved MSL compliance, and so on.
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For CPG companies, it is imperative that they consider consumer demand, as well as specific 
features or unique benefits they can offer, that can set them apart from competitors and 
ultimately, result in profitable bottom-line growth across all categories. 

Pricing strategies are typically decentralized in most CPG companies. However, with easy 
access to internet and growing awareness among consumers, it is becoming increasingly 
evident that pricing excellence must be achiever, in order to find and retain customers. Now 
more than ever, not being aware of competitor pricing on a regular basis and relying entirely 
on intuition to set prices, can be extremely damaging to CPG companies. It is important to set
prices that are differentiated based on region, store, and specific target segment. 

Advanced analytics plays a critical role in taking the guesswork out of pricing for CPG compa-
nies, which is influenced by a variety of factors, including ongoing marketing and trade 
promotions, events, retailer performance,competitor pricing, optimization across each chan-
nel, SKU, product, and location. Advanced analytics allows CPG companies to optimize their 
price pack architecture (PPA), which enables CPG companies to design new product varia-
tions based on consumer demand, and specific features and benefits, that affect their deci-
sion making process. It allows CPG companies to understand how much consumers are 
willing to pay for their economy and premium offerings, and provides recommendations for 
adjusting pricing gaps accordingly. 

c. Demand based Assortment management 

It seems like the most logical way to optimize assortment is to give the most amount of shelf 
space to top sellers. And this is typically the strategy that is adopted by both retailers and CPG 
manufacturers.

However, there is a glitch in this approach. Successful CPG companies take into consideration 
a variety of other factors, in addition to sales volume and profits, to determine their assort-
ment strategy.

This typically involves studying how an alternative product mix would work. For example, how 
much of sales volume would be distributed to other items, if one particular item were to be
taken off the shelves. A more deliberate and well crafted approach allows CPG companies to 
analyze which products are not inessential to the shelf, and which products are absolutely 
necessary, as far as your consumers are concerned.

The only way to truly gauge these possibilities is by leveraging advanced analytics. This 
allows you to gain insights into how you can optimize listings and facings. While facings may 

seem like it is all about organization and making your store look good, it also serves as an 
important factor in which products your customers tend to choose.

Advanced analytics gives CPG companies forecasting capabilities, especially in terms of 
product demand, thereby helping them craft improved assortment and inventory strategies. 
This optimization directly results in reduced inventory costs, increased efficiency in supply 
chain, reduced OTIF losses, improved MSL compliance, and so on. 
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Perfect Store
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Increased Market Share
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b. Pricing Architecture 

For CPG companies, it is imperative that they consider consumer demand, as well as specific 
features or unique benefits they can offer, that can set them apart from competitors and 
ultimately, result in profitable bottom-line growth across all categories. 

Pricing strategies are typically decentralized in most CPG companies. However, with easy 
access to internet and growing awareness among consumers, it is becoming increasingly 
evident that pricing excellence must be achiever, in order to find and retain customers. Now 
more than ever, not being aware of competitor pricing on a regular basis and relying entirely 
on intuition to set prices, can be extremely damaging to CPG companies. It is important to set
prices that are differentiated based on region, store, and specific target segment. 

Advanced analytics plays a critical role in taking the guesswork out of pricing for CPG compa-
nies, which is influenced by a variety of factors, including ongoing marketing and trade 
promotions, events, retailer performance,competitor pricing, optimization across each chan-
nel, SKU, product, and location. Advanced analytics allows CPG companies to optimize their 
price pack architecture (PPA), which enables CPG companies to design new product varia-
tions based on consumer demand, and specific features and benefits, that affect their deci-
sion making process. It allows CPG companies to understand how much consumers are 
willing to pay for their economy and premium offerings, and provides recommendations for 
adjusting pricing gaps accordingly. 

c. Demand based Assortment management 

It seems like the most logical way to optimize assortment is to give the most amount of shelf 
space to top sellers. And this is typically the strategy that is adopted by both retailers and CPG 
manufacturers.

However, there is a glitch in this approach. Successful CPG companies take into consideration 
a variety of other factors, in addition to sales volume and profits, to determine their assort-
ment strategy.

This typically involves studying how an alternative product mix would work. For example, how 
much of sales volume would be distributed to other items, if one particular item were to be
taken off the shelves. A more deliberate and well crafted approach allows CPG companies to 
analyze which products are not inessential to the shelf, and which products are absolutely 
necessary, as far as your consumers are concerned.

The only way to truly gauge these possibilities is by leveraging advanced analytics. This 
allows you to gain insights into how you can optimize listings and facings. While facings may 

seem like it is all about organization and making your store look good, it also serves as an 
important factor in which products your customers tend to choose.

Advanced analytics gives CPG companies forecasting capabilities, especially in terms of 
product demand, thereby helping them craft improved assortment and inventory strategies. 
This optimization directly results in reduced inventory costs, increased efficiency in supply 
chain, reduced OTIF losses, improved MSL compliance, and so on.

Case Study



Acuvate helps a Fortune 150 CPG Company in 
Reducing Out of Stock Situations and Increase 
Sales

1.Business Scenario

The Indian supply chain teams of a Fortune 150 CPG company 
wanted to reduce the out stock situations across various 
categories by forecasting the reason for these situations - 
Whether it was due to transit or order delay etc. 

The Supply Chain teams had to go through a series of reports 
to understand the fast moving items which were going out of 
stock, the reason  and when during the week. This information 
took time to analyze and not very intuitive to make decisions.
 
 2.Solution

 The solution included  building an advanced analytics dash-
board in which you could choose the highest impact of lost 
dollars and then drill through to the velocity of items, reason 
out stock category and the item to identify which item was out 
of stock and when does this situation occur without having to 
navigate away from the view of the report using Advanced 
Visualization components.

This solution allowed the Supply chain teams identify the 
items which went out of stock and when do they go out of 
stock  and which of them were due to transit so that they 
could plan the deliveries to outlets better to increase sales.

3.Benefits

Increase sales by focusing on items with high revenue loss 
impact. 
Identify the days on which these items go out of stock and 
which of these were due to transit related issues.
Plan for better deliveries at retail outlet based on the 
analysis and increase sales.

4.ROI

Increased revenue
Improved productivity
Faster decisions though better Visualizations

d. Forecasting New Opportunities

In a slow growth, and yet incredibly competitive market, it is crucial that CPG companies are 
constantly investing in new product and marketing categories to increase market share. 
However, in order to invest in the right segments and categories, it is important that you know 
what you the best results for your money. Advanced analytics help you identify the right 
segments, location and time to target. An intelligent combination of big data and advanced 
analytics brings about innumerable opportunities for CPG companies across the value chain.

By leveraging advanced analytics and a deeper understanding of consumer insights, CPG 
companies have the opportunity to develop campaigns and branding that address their 
consumers directly and are highly personalized. Smart manufacturers have already jumped 
on the bandwagon to harnessing the benefits of using advanced analytics and data manage-
ment tools to identify new growth opportunities and win in today’s cut throat consumer 
marketing environment.
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categories by forecasting the reason for these situations - 
Whether it was due to transit or order delay etc.

The Supply Chain teams had to go through a series of reports 
to understand the fast moving items which were going out of 
stock, the reason  and when during the week. This information 
took time to analyze and not very intuitive to make decisions.

2.Solution

 The solution included  building an advanced analytics dash-
board in which you could choose the highest impact of lost 
dollars and then drill through to the velocity of items, reason 
out stock category and the item to identify which item was out
of stock and when does this situation occur without having to 
navigate away from the view of the report using Advanced 
Visualization components.

This solution allowed the Supply chain teams identify the 
items which went out of stock and when do they go out of 
stock  and which of them were due to transit so that they 
could plan the deliveries to outlets better to increase sales.

3.Benefits

Increase sales by focusing on items with high revenue loss 
impact. 
Identify the days on which these items go out of stock and 
which of these were due to transit related issues.
Plan for better deliveries at retail outlet based on the 
analysis and increase sales.

4.ROI

Increased revenue
Improved productivity
Faster decisions though better Visualizations

d. Forecasting New Opportunities

In a slow growth, and yet incredibly competitive market, it is crucial that CPG companies are 
constantly investing in new product and marketing categories to increase market share. 
However, in order to invest in the right segments and categories, it is important that you know 
what you the best results for your money. Advanced analytics help you identify the right 
segments, location and time to target. An intelligent combination of big data and advanced 
analytics brings about innumerable opportunities for CPG companies across the value chain.

By leveraging advanced analytics and a deeper understanding of consumer insights, CPG 
companies have the opportunity to develop campaigns and branding that address their 
consumers directly and are highly personalized. Smart manufacturers have already jumped 
on the bandwagon to harnessing the benefits of using advanced analytics and data manage-
ment tools to identify new growth opportunities and win in today’s cut throat consumer 
marketing environment.

Advanced Analytics is used to analyze market and 
competitors’ performance



How to get started?

We recommend you to look for a solution which provides deep insights and also easy to use and 
incorporate in your day to day workflows. The solution should seamlessly integrate into your 
existing ERP systems without much complications. The main purpose of technologies like Big 
Data and Advanced Analytics is to give a competitive edge by increasing accuracy of deci-
sion-making and making data work. They allow RGM professionals to focus more on deci-
sion-making and developing strategies for business teams instead of analyzing relentlessly.

We also recommend you to consider AI technologies like chatbots for simpler consumption and 
interaction with data. Once chatbots are integrated into your BI systems, you can access data 
right within your actively used messaging app like Skype for Business, Skype, Slack etc. via chat. 

7

You can avoid the hassle 
of switching multiple 
windows and constant 
filtering of data in dash-
boards.

You can simply ask natural 
language questions like 
“what is my predicted 
sales for next quarter “ or 
“which promotion is likely 
to give me best results in 
this store “ or “what is the 
expected revenue from all 
stores in this region “ to a 
virtual chat assistant to get 
answers.

Here is one example of 
how a chatbot brings key 
business insights to your 
fingertips.
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8 Acuvate’s Viewpoint

“CPG companies have struggled to grow strategically, increase revenue and ensure profitability. 
Even though most Revenue growth management officers understand the importance of 
data-backed decision making, only a few have truly unlocked its full value. The increased competi-
tion and challenging markets in the CPG business have made it imperative for companies to adopt 
modern technologies and increase accuracy in decision-making and strategy development. 

The time is now for RGM officers to leverage technologies like Big data and Advanced analytics 
and ensure their company becomes an analytical competitor in the CPG industry. Strategically 
implemented these technologies will play a key role in increasing margins, sales, promotion ROI, 
market share, and beyond.

Price better, invest smart and promote intelligently today!”
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COMPASS is an Acuvate’s AI-Powered revenue management suite created exclusively for CPG 
companies. Compass helps you spend less time analyzing data and more time gaining action-
able insights and recommendations from it. COMPASS not only ensures you have high-quality 
real-time data but also transforms it into meaningful recommendations for the present and 
future.

Acuvate’s Revenue Management Solution -
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Unleash the power of Big Data and Advanced Analytics 
with COMPASS!

VALUE-ADDED ROLES FOR EVERY BUSINESS PROCESS
Promotions Advisor
According to Nielsen Holdings, 40 percent of CPG trade promotion spending doesn’t drive the 
desired results. Our suite acts as an intelligent marketing and trade promotion advisor. It recom-
mends:

High yield marketing campaigns and sales promotions.
The right products on which campaigns need to be run.
The best regions, time and duration for each campaign.
The amount of investment for each campaign.

Pricing Strategist
Say goodbye to intuition based pricing setting methodologies. Our suite helps you differentiate 
pricing at multiple segments such as region, SKU, store, and customer. It also lets you build a 
robust price-pack architecture and lets you optimize pricing strategy for each product size and 
category.

Inventory and Assortment Manager

The suite allows you to forecast product demand and optimize inventory and in-store assortment 

based on marketing and sales campaigns. It provides insights on Out of Stock situations and 

anomaly detection. It helps you define the must stock list for each SKU and store.

Growth Opportunity Forecaster

The advanced analytics capability of the suite forecasts and recommends new product or market 

or price segment to target. It gives a glimpse of the expected ROI of the growth opportunity and 

identifies new potential markets.

Operational Efficiency Enhancer

CPG companies lose a lot of money due to supply chain leakages and operational inefficiencies. 

The suite recommends improvements for MSL compliance and predicts loss of non-compliance. It

also spots the exact causes for OTIF losses and thereby reduces them.
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AI-POWERED CPG REVENUE MANAGEMENT SUITE
The offerings below are the most powerful when used as a suite but are highly productive as add-ons as well. Everything we do 
is to make your decisions and strategies more data-backed and less reliant on guesswork. Here’s how we make it possible.

High-Quality Data Lake
Capture data from multiple 
external and internal 
sources including digital 
media, weather, events, 
POS, competitor intelli-
gence and beyond.

Cleanse the data to remove 
duplicates and also 
effectively organize the 
same.

Convert Unstructured data 
to structured.

Advanced Analytics
Unlike traditional analytics 
which provides shallow 
insights, predictive and 
prescriptive analytics 
forecast and prescribes the 
right actions to achieve the 
desired business 
outcomes.

Crucial what-if scenarios 
will be addressed as well.

Report Factory & Support
Get static or dynamic 
reports based on hierarchy 
levels, create new reports or 
change existing reports.

Configure Alerts for KPI’s 
like MSL, OTIF, Perfect store 
to ensure goods reach the 
key stakeholders in time if 
there is a deviation.

Suggest better Visualiza-
tions for reports that are 
created by Business 
Analyst

AI bots for Business Intelligence
You don’t have to switch 
multiple windows and 
sheets again.

Our BI chatbots swiftly 
bring key business insights 
right to your actively 
messaging app.

They act as the voice of 
your analytics and bring 
crisp insights at your 
fingertips with an added 
advantage of performing 
transactions with your LOB 
systems.
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Inventory and Assortment Manager

The suite allows you to forecast product demand and optimize inventory and in-store assortment 

based on marketing and sales campaigns. It provides insights on Out of Stock situations and 

anomaly detection. It helps you define the must stock list for each SKU and store.

Growth Opportunity Forecaster

The advanced analytics capability of the suite forecasts and recommends new product or market 

or price segment to target. It gives a glimpse of the expected ROI of the growth opportunity and 

identifies new potential markets.

Operational Efficiency Enhancer

CPG companies lose a lot of money due to supply chain leakages and operational inefficiencies. 

The suite recommends improvements for MSL compliance and predicts loss of non-compliance. It 

also spots the exact causes for OTIF losses and thereby reduces them.

How COMPASS works
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Schedule a Free Consultation

www.acuvate.com+44 (0)1753 299600info@acuvate.com

https://acuvate.com/revenue-growth-management-cpg-companies/
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